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Fourteenth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm 

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES

DECIMAL  ISSUES     

3570
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) (13) (G - EF); 
Coombs/Randall (1968) (R.72) (2) (gF), (4) (gVF); Phillips/
Randall (1969) (R73) (42) (G - EF); Phillips/Wheeler (1974) 
(R.75) (22) (F- EF). Good - extremely fine. (83)

$250

3571
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Knight/Wheeler 
(1976) (R.71 (ABN single and run of eight, ACJ single), 
73 (AYY pair), 74 (BDH runs of five and ten, BEJ two runs 
of four, BHU four singles, BKT and BPC singles), 75 (BPC 
runs of four and six, BQU run of eight, BSS run of nine), 
76a (BYE runs of eight and ten, CAX run of five, CJT pair), 
76c (3 very good only). Centre bends, otherwise except for 
the last three, extremely fine or better. (95)

$300

3572*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967), AGH 703824 (R.72). 
Virtually uncirculated. 

$300

3573*
One dollar, , Coombs/Randall (1967) AHR 152161 (R.72). 
Nearly uncirculated 

$250

3574*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967), AHE 806499 (R.72). 
Nearly uncirculated. 

$250

3575*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.72) AHH 237285. 
Extremely fine. 

$100

3576
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.73) ASS 900454/5 a 
consecutive pair. Good extremely fine. (2)

$60

3577*
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BNG 226586/7 (R.75) 
a consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2)

$50

3578
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (32) (VG - VF); Knight/
Wheeler (1976) (R.76) (48) (G - nUNc, inc varieties). Good 
- nearly uncirculated. (80)

$200

3579
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976), GE 414867/76 (R.76a), 
ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)

$280

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Colonial Auction 23/10/2004 
(lot 499).
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3580
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77) CVS 860091/6 a 
run of six (gEF) and sixty seven others (all circulated). Good 
- good extremely fine. (73)

$180

3581
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DLY 854410/9 
a run of ten (gEF+) and thirty three singles (F - EF). Good 
- nearly uncirculated. (43)

$150

3582
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77) DEP 644859/62 
a run of four and DEP 644899/00 a pair; Johnston/Stone 
(1982) (R.78) DJA 825924/5 and DJB 825924/5 a pair of 
pair of consecutive serials being the same numbers with 
sequential prefix letters, also, DNB 116070/9 a run of ten, 
DNB 116082/9 a run of eight and two singles. Mostly 
uncirculated. (30)

$60

3583
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982), DKB 987623/721; DKG 
194607/711 (R.78), two packs of approximately 100 each. 
Nearly uncirculated or better. (approx 200)

$500

3584
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81F) FAA 301504 
(F) first prefix; (R.81) FJX 096052/5 a run of four and FAY 
345421/2 a pair (all gEF). Fine - good extremely fine. (7)

$150

3585
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81). Fine - extremely 
fine. (22)

$100

3586
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.82) FNA 922106 
a run of five. Extremely fine. (5)

$200

3587
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.82) FNA 922136/40 
a run of five and FNA 922113/4 a pair. Good extremely fine 
-nearly uncirculated. (7)

$250

3588
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.82) FPC 027489/90 
a pair and six singles; Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84) GXN 
311729/39 missing 311730 and GYL 672604/6 a trio (all 
gEF). Fine - good extremely fine. (21)

$100

3589
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.82) FXR 741996/9 
a run of four and FYB 635356/7 a pair plus thirty singles. 
Fine - nearly uncirculated. (36)

$150

3590
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84) GVU 034383/4 
and GXN 311753/4 a pair of pairs plus fifteen singles (F -VF) 
and HBQ 044205 (R.84L) last commonwealth prefix. Fine 
- extremely fine. (20)

$100

3591
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1974) (R.85) JCG 352628/9, a 
pair; (1976) (R.86aF) HLQ 077113, first prefix gothic centre 
thread; (R.86a) HPN7888, gothic centre thread; (R.86b) 
HRR 843025 OCRB centre. Nearly uncirculated. (5)

$100

3592
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1976) (R.86) HJU 002842/3, 
HKK 017244/5 a pair of pairs plus forty six singles. Fine 
- extremely fine. (50)

$130

3593
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.86). Fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (44)

$120

3594*
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HZQ 123456 (R.86c) 
running numbers. Good extremely fine and rare as a special 
number note. 

$300

3595
Two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.87) nine sets of separate 
consecutive pairs plus ninety six singles. Fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (114)

$250

3596
Two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.88) KAJ 642274 a 
trio, KGJ 420907/8 a pair and fifty eight singles. Fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (63)

$150

3597
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) LLV 308335/7 a 
trio, LAL 658672/3 a pair and sixty two singles. Fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (67)

$150

3598
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LPP 888351/4, LPP 
888358/77 (R.89) consecutive runs of four notes and twenty 
notes. Crisp notes mostly with centre fold, otherwise very 
fine - good extremely fine. (24)

$100

3599
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.202) (7), includes 
interesting serial NAN 111511; Phillips/Randall (1969) 
(R.203) (21); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.204) (8). Good 
- nearly extremely fine. (36)

$250
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3600
Five dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.205L) NQT 992738, 
last signature prefix; (R.205) (22). Fine - extremely fine. 
(23)

$150
3601
Five dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.206), includes 
varieties. Very good - nearly uncirculated. (51)

$350

3602
Five dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.207F) NXF 160289; 
(R.207L) PDT 809183; (R207) (65). Fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (69)

$480

3603
Five dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.208) (17). Fine - good 
extremely fine. 

$100

3604
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.209) includes 
varieties. Fine - nearly uncirculated. (74)

$450

3605
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGP 547322/41 (R.12) 
consecutive run of twenty notes. Crisp notes with centre 
fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated. (20)

$350

3606
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.212) (6); Fraser/Cole 
(1991) (R.213) (8); Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.214) (7), includes 
a consecutive pair, a first prefix (VG) and a AA green serial 
consecutive pair. Very good - nearly uncirculated. (20)

$150

3607
Five dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (1997) (R.218) CS 
979997582/3, CU 979997919/20, CW 9799926/7, CY 
97999198/9, four pair of consecutive pairs; MacFarlane/
Evans (2001) (R.219F) AA 01139309/10 a consecutive 
pair of first prefix; MacFarlane/Evans (2001) (R.219) 
DI010777486/94 a run of nine. Uncirculated. (19)

$130

3608
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.301F) SAA 217860 
and SAA 803262 first prefix; (R.301) SAF 138871/2 a pair 
plus four singles; Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.302) (2) (both 
fine). Fine - extremely fine. (10)

$250

3609
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.303). Mostly fine          
- very fine. (15)

$250

3610
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.304) SUE 23589/91 
a trio and SXD 214628/31 a run of four (all four with two 
digit numerals written in biro at top right margin) and TAS 
095725 a pair. Good very fine - extremely fine. (9)

$250

3611
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.304). Mostly 
circulated, fine - extremely fine. (41)

$650

3612
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.305) (5); Knight/
Wheeler (1976) (R.306) (18) includes thread varieties. Mostly 
fine - very fine. (23)

$280

3613
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.306) (7); Knight/
Stone (1979) (R.307) (27) includes varieties. Nearly fine 
- very fine. (33)

$420

3614
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.306) (26); Knight/
Stone (1979) (R.307) (10). All circulated, good - fine. (36)

$360

3615
Ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.307) TVR 270269/74 
a run of five. Nearly uncirculated. (5)

$100

3616
Ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R307) TVC 673163/73 a 
run of eleven, TUU 350085/94 a run of ten, TXP 789597/02 
a run of six. Crisp notes, nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. 
(27)

$600

3617
Ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.307) TVR 270247/9 
a trio and TVR 270251/8 a run of eight. Good extremely 
fine. (11)

$120

3618
Ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.307). All circulated, 
very good - fine. (35)

$350

3619
Ten dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.308) UAN 503927/36 
a run of ten. Nearly uncirculated. (10)

$180

3620
Ten dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.308). Fine. (12)

$100

3621
Ten dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.308) (2); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.309) UKV 657473/4 a pair and seventeen 
singles. Fine - good extremely fine. (19)

$220

3622
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.309) URH 
801219/26a run of eight. Good extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (8)

$100

3623
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.309) URY 999542/4, 
UTP 919771/3 a pair of trios and URZ 990866/74 a run of 
nine; Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.313) MQX 943998/00 a trio. 
Nearly uncirculated. (18)

$250

3624
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.309). Fine - good 
very fine. (19)

$200
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3625
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.309). Very good 
- fine. (36)

$350

3626
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), polymer commemorative 
with date 26 January 1988, AA21 068964-70, 72-3, 79-84, 
86-9, 91-4, 97-9; AA22 068 504-8, 11, 13-21, 23-7, 29-34, 
36-9, 42-4, 6, 48-52, 54-8, 61-4, 66-9, 73-6; AA22 001806-
10 (R.310) consecutive runs. Uncirculated. (87)

$900

Ex MEF Books Stock.

3627
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 32 963507/8, AB 32 
963511/3 (R.310a) consecutive pair and run of three notes; 
Fraser/Evans (1993) JG 93 904921/30 (R.316a) consecutive 
run of ten notes. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (15)

$200

3628
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), AB 21 96731616/7 
(R.310a), consecutive pair of first release. Uncirculated. 
(2)

$80

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Colonial Auction 23/10/2004 
(lot 514).

3629
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial second 
release AB 10439753 first prefix (R.310bF). Centre fold, 
otherwise nearly uncirculated. 

$90

3630
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) includes some 
consecutive runs and varieties. Very fine - nearly uncirculated. 
(37)

$420

3631
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310). Fine - very 
fine. (51)

$600

3632
Ten dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1989) (R.312) MAF 424653/61 
a run of nine. Good extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. 
(9)

$150

3633
Ten dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1989) (R.312) (8) Fraser/Cole 
(1991) (R.313) (7). Fine - good very fine. (15)

$150

3634
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.313) MKF 483535/401 
a run of six, MQV 784201/7 a run of seven. Nearly 
uncirculated. (13)

$200

3635
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.313) MLR 554001/7 a 
run of seven, MQY 943501/3 a trio. Nearly uncirculated. 
(10)

$150

3636
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.401) (R.401F) 
XAA 740309 first prefix; (R.401), XAH 029631/40 a 
run of ten (all nUNC - UNC) and six singles. Very fine - 
uncirculated. (17)

$500

3637
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.401) XAD 
483861/70 (all gEF) and XAD 216176/7, XAH 141389/90 
a pair of pairs plus ten singles. Good fine - good extremely 
fine. (24)

$750

3638*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), XBR 574979 
(R.402). Flat, nearly uncirculated and rare, especially in 
this condition. 

$1,250

3639*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), XBR 662389 
(R.402). Nearly uncirculated. 

$750

3640
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.402). Fine. (2)

$100

3641
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.403) XBV 
443654/5 a pair and fourteen singles. Fine - good extremely 
fine. (16)

$400

3642
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.404) XEV 
931021 first signature prefix plus sixteen singles. Fine - 
extremely fine. (17)

$450

3643
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.405). Mostly 
fine - good fine. (8)

$250
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3644
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.406) XPN 
260814/8 a run of five. Good extremely fine. (5)

$150

3645
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.406) includes 
thread varieties. Mostly fine - good fine, overall fine - 
extremely fine. (34)

$800

3646
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.406) XPE 
638182/3 a pair, XNS 122543/7 a run of five; Johnston/Stone 
(1985) (R409) VNR 738358/9 a pair and VLQ 607901/07 a 
run of seven. Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (16)

$400

3647
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.406L) (3); Knight/
Stone (1979) (R.407) (28). Fine - extremely fine. (31)

$750

3648
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.407) VBB 461976/8, 
XVV 406962/4 a pair of trios and six singles. Very fine - good 
extremely fine. (12)

$300

3649
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.407). All circulated, 
very good - very fine. (42)

$850

3650
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.408) VNR 
738421/9 a run of nine. Nearly uncirculated. (9)

$250

3651
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.408) VLU556950/9 
a run of ten. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (10)

$280

3652
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.408) VNR 
738396/419 twenty four consecutive notes. Nearly 
uncirculated. (24)

$800

3653
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.408) VNR 
738365/93 twenty nine consecutive notes. Good extremely 
fine - nearly uncirculated. (29)

$900

3654
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.408) VKJ 
799811/8 a run of eight. Extremely fine. 

$250

3655
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.408). Fine - good 
extremely fine. (26)

$550

3656*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), EKG 687334 
(R.409b). Uncirculated. 

$200

3657
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409a) EUR 
281978/84 a run of seven. Nearly uncirculated. (7)

$180

3658
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409a) EVF 
309204/6 trio, EVF 309208/12 run of five. Good extremely 
fine - nearly uncirculated. (8)

$200

3659
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409a) VUN 
405252/62 a run of eleven. Nearly uncirculated. (11)

$280

3660
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409) three pairs 
of pairs plus twenty one singles. Extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (27)

$540

3661
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409). Fine - 
extremely fine. (11)

$220

3662
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409). Fine - very 
fine. (42)

$850

3663
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409). Mostly 
fine. (50)

$1,000

3664
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409a) EHA 
735435/7 a trio; Fraser/Higgins (1989) (R.412) RAZ 
929395/04 a run of ten. Good extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (13)

$320

3665
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.409) VRN 
200998, VRT 835738; Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413) (13). 
Very fine - good very fine. (15)

$350

3666
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1989) (R.412) (6); Fraser/
Cole (1991) (R.413) RRB 530734/6 a trioand a single. 
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (10)

$250
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3667
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1989) (R.412) (7); Fraser/
Cole (1991) (R.413) (10). Fine - very fine. (17)

$340

3668
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991), prefix RUD (R.413), 
consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)

$80

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Colonial Auction 23/10/2004 
(lot 519).

3669
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413) RQE 409675/84 
a run of ten. Good extremely fine. (10)

$300

3670
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413) RJG 085642/7 a 
run of six and RQU 047728/37 a run of ten. Good extremely 
fine - nearly uncirculated. (17)

$400

3671
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) (R.416) BG 94 
280396/402 a run of seven. Uncirculated. (7)

$150

3672
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) CL 05 165165 
(R.420c) repeating trios number. Uncirculated. 

$40

3673
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) (R.505). Very fine. 
(6)

$350

3674
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) (R.505). Fine - very 
fine. (10)

$600

3675
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) (R.505) (3); Knight/
Stone (1979) (R.507) (32). Mostly very fine - extremely 
fine. (29)

$2,100

3676
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R. 505) YCG 
894369/70 a pair; plus ten singles. All with centre fold, fine 
- very fine. (12)

$700

3677*
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976), YBX 921292 
(R.506aL), last serial prefix. Uncirculated. 

$300

3678
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.505). Good fine 
- very fine. (21)

$1,300

3679
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.506). Fine - very 
fine. (32)

$2,000

3680
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.507). Fine - very fine. 
(46)

$2,500

3681
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.507) YHB 976458/9 
a pair; Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.508) JJT 350646/7 a pair; 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509) YNT 330288/9 a pair. 
Nearly uncirculated. (6)

$400

3682
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983)YNN 439900/1 (R.508) 
a consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2)

$120

3683
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.508). Good very 
fine. (7)

$380

3684
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.508). Fine - nearly 
very fine. (11)

$550

3685
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509) YSC 127781/3 
a trio. Nearly uncirculated. (3)

$200

3686
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509) YSC 127781/3 
a trio. Nearly uncirculated. (3)

$200

3687*
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), YUH 322230 
(R.509b). Uncirculated. 

$200

3688
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509b) OCRB serials. 
Nearly uncirculated. (3)

$200
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3689
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509). Mostly around 
very fine - nearly extremely fine. (16)

$900

3690
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509). Fine - very 
fine. (8)

$420

3691
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509). Fine - very 
fine. (15)

$750

3692
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) (R.511) YXJ 695230/2 
a trio, YXK 695472/4 a trio. Good extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (6)

$400

3693
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) (R.511) (2); Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.512) (4); Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.513) 
(5); Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.515) a pair and a single. Very 
fine. (14)

$750

3694
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.512). Fine - very 
fine. (6)

$300

3695
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.513) WLE 751050/3 a 
run of four. Good extremely fine. (4)

$250

3696
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.513). Fine - very fine. 
(9)

$500

3697
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) (R.608); Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.612) (6). Very good - fine. (7)

$700

3698
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.609) ZBE 
487342/53 a run of twelve. Nearly uncirculated. 

$1,500

3699
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.609) ZDQ 
338232/8 a run of seven. Good extremely fine. (7)

$800

3700
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.609) ZDG 
823456/62 a run of seven. Good extremely fine. (7)

$800

3701
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (RE.609). Fine 
- very fine. (5)

$500

3702
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.609) ZCH 
595691, ZFB 580791. Fine. (2)

$200

3703
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.613)ZKJ 
890396/05 a run of ten. Nearly uncirculated. (10)

$1,200

3704
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.613) ZKJ 
890366/75 a run of ten. Good extremely fine. (10)

$1,150

3705
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.613) ZKJ 
890376/85 a run of ten. Good extremely fine. (10)

$1,150

3706
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.613) ZKJ 
890386/95 a run of ten. Good extremely fine. (10)

$1,150

3707
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.613) ZKJ 
890001/2 a pair and a single; Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.612) 
a single. Good very fine - extremely fine. (4)

$450

3708
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996), CS 96 998195 
(R.616TL), last prefix test note. Good extremely fine or 
better. 

$160

3709
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to twenty dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71, 81, 301, 401 (2), 301b (2), 
heavily used 77, 78 (5), 89 (2), 17, 33, 50, 63). Fair - nearly 
extremely fine. (19)

$150

3710
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) (F); Johnston/
Stone (1982) (R.78) (4); two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) 
(R.81) (nF); Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) LND 238711/5 
a run of four; five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.216F) BA 
93451406/15 a run nine first signature prefix; Fraser/Evans 
(1995) (R.217) DL 95659881/90 a run of ten. Nearly fine 
- uncirculated. (31)

$160

3711
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to ten dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.71, 73, 74, 75, 76a, 76b, 76c, 77, 78, 81, 
82, 83, 84, 85, 86a, 86b, 86c, 87, 88, 89, 202, 204, 205 (2), 
206a, 206b, 206c, 207, 208, 209a, 209b, 212, 213, 214, 
216iL, 217aF, 301, 302, 303 (2), 305, 306a, 306b, 307a, 
307b, 308, 309, 310b, 312, 313, 316a) housed in Vort 
Ronald interleaves binder album and slip case, balance of 
collection. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (51)

$600

3712
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.73) (2) (nEF-EF); 
ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.313) (2); twenty dollars, 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.404). Very fine - extremely fine. 
(4)

$100
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3713
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) to twenty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.74, 78 (12), 89 (four singles, pair and run of 
five, 212, 214, 303, 401, 415i), also 310 folder and $50 note 
stamp portfolio 1995 (red serials). Fair - uncirculated. (31)

$200

3714
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) to fifty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.76a, 78 (three singles, DKU run of 5, DLE 
run of 19), R.89 LLZ runs of 20 and 36, R.213 (20), 313 
(10), 413 (8), 515 (pair and single)). Fine - uncirculated. 
(129)

$500

3715
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77); Johnston/Stone 
(1982) (R.78) (2); two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) 
(2); five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PKT 815331/2 
(R.209) a consecutive pair; ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) UDF 477823/4 (R.308) a consecutive pair. Extremely 
fine - virtually uncirculated. (9)

$100

3716
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DNU 874975/83 
a run of nine; two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) 
LLQ 442578/81; five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) (R.214) AA 
13719086/7 a pair and a single. Uncirculated. (16)

$60

3717
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982), to ten dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1991), (R.78 (10 including DLJ pair), 89 (8), 213 (2), 
310b (2), 313a (trio)). Very good - uncirculated. (25)

$200

3718
One dollar, Johnston/Fraser (1982) DLG 976892, DKT 
002946/9 (R.78)(5) a single note and consecutive run of 
four notes; two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LQB 934255 
in folder of issue (Mc$2GF 1a); five dollars, Fraser/Cole 
(1992) paper and polymer notes, AA22 000159/QLV 46256 
in embossed folder of issue (Mc$5F/LF1); ten dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1988) bicentennial issue, AA05 106432/3 
(Mc$10GF1)(2) consecutive pair in folders of issue; together 
with world notes, Philippines, twenty piso, 2013 (P.206); 
South Africa, ten rand, undated (2005) (P.128a); Zimbabwe, 
one hundred trillion dollars, 2008 (P.91). Extremely fine 
- uncirculated. (12)

$100

3719
One dollar, Johnstone/Stone (1982), to one hundred dollars, 
Fraser/Evans (1996), a comprehensive collection in 2 albums 
sold with owner's detailed typed list with Renniks numbers 
includes first and last prefixes, fifty dollars goes up to 
Stevens/Henry, total face value $4072; R.78 (pair and five 
singles), R.209a, 214F, 214, 216, 217a, 218aF, 218b, 219F, 
219, 220aF, 220a, 220bF, 220b, 220bL; 310b (18), 316aF 
(2), 316a (3), 318cF, 318c (3), 318cL; 416aF, 416bF (20, 
416cF, 416cL, 418aF, 420bF, 420bF, 420bL, 420cF, 420c 
(2), 420cL, 420dF, 420d (2); 516aF, 516a (5), 516aL, 516b, 
516bL, 518aF, 518a, 518aL (3), 518bF (3), 518b, 518bL, 
518cF (2), 518c, 518cL, 520aF (4), 520aL, 520bF (4), 520b, 
520bL (2), 520cF (2), 520c, 520cL, 521aF, 521a (2), 521bF 
(4), 521b (2); 616 (4). All from circulation, condition varies 
greatly, very good - uncirculated. (133)

$4,500

3720
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FBL 793972/4, FBL 
793976/7, FDD 217164/8, FDD 217171 (R.81) a single 
note, a pair and consecutive runs of three and five notes; five 
dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAT 417476, NAU 371068 
(R.202); Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.206a); Stevens/Fraser 
(2016) CA16 0239866/7 (R.224) consecutive pair;ten dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBH 660572/80 (R.301) consecutive 
run of nine notes; star note, ZSB 44982* (R.301s); twenty 
dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.404)(2); Coombs/Wilson 
(1966) XAP 899942/5, XBN 657444/8 (R.401) consecutive 
runs of four and five notes, XBP 841651 (R.401L) last prefix 
note; together with ten shillings (2) (R.16, 17); one pound (5) 
(R.31, 32, 33, 34b[2]) and a small group of world banknotes 
(23) including New Zealand, Singapore and USA. Housed in 
a green banknote album, good - extremely fine. (70)

$900

3721
Two dollars, Joghnston/Stone (1983) (R.88) KAF 63560/1 
and KAG 635760/1 a pair of consecutive pairs with sequential 
prefix letters; Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R89) LJR 334362/3 
a consecutive pair; twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
(R.409) EVS 650473/4 a consecutive pair; fifty dollars, 
Phillips/Fraser (1989) (R.511) YYB 904534/5 a consecutive 
pair. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (10)

$220

3722
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), to fifty dollars, 
Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.89, 204 colour fade on front, 
212 QJN run of four, QDJ single, three vertical uncut pairs 
000458; 312 vertical uncut pairs 600802 (2) 891; 609b), 
plus Mozambique 100 scudos O/P , remainder of collection 
in Lighthouse album. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. 
(15)

$300

3723
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) to ten dollars, Lowe/Fraser 
(2017), (R.214, 216, 219 (DD 01 run of four), 221b, 224 
(2 single, pair, (20 in various runs)), 322a (3), 323, 326 (run 
of ten). Fine - uncirculated. (41)

$300

3724
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) AB 16941148/51 
a run of four and a single; one hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole 
(1992) (R.613L) ZLD 153301 last prefix; Fraser/Evans 
(1996) (R.616F) AA 96921381 first prefix. Uncirculated. 
(7)

$350

3725
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) in blue folders 
(2); one dollars, Johnston/Stone last note and first coin 
packs, 1984 (2) and two dollars, Johnston/Fraser, last note 
and first coin pack, 1988, M.R. Roberts promotions; mixed 
circulated one and two dollars ([13]. F.V = $17.00); mint 
dollars, 1984, 1986, 1988; mint five dollars, 1988. Fine 
- uncirculated. (22)

$50

3726
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), R.310b (15, some runs); 
fifty dollars, Lowe/Fraser 2018 (R.526) (17) all polymer 
notes. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (32)

$1,000
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3727
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred 
dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) (R.401, 403, 404, 405, 
406a, 406b, 407a, 407b, 408, 409a, 411, 412, 413, 415i, 
416a; 505, 506b, 507, 508, 509a, 511, 512, 513, 515, 516aF; 
608, 609, 612, 613, 616F, 618aF; commemoratives O/P 80th 
anniversary; Hargrave Centenary; five dollars (R.217a trio)), 
housed in Vort Ronald interleaved pages binder album and 
slip case. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (36)

$1,500

3728
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) to one hundred dollars, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1999) (R.413 (2), 515, 521c, 522c, 526 
(pair), 618b). Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (8)

$450

3729
Twenty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2008), FB 08 116 179/88 
(R.421b) ten consecutive notes; fifty dollars, Lowe/Fraser 
(2018) (R.526 ten singles, and CE 18 532777/82 run of 
six, C4 18 5329767/70 run of four; one hundred dollars, 
Stevens/Parkinson (2013), AM 13 441620/9 (R.622a), ten 
consecutive notes. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (40)

$2,500

COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT  NOTES     

3730
Reserve Bank Of Australia, 25th Anniversary set (1991) 
matching serials, ending 269 for the last prefixes, ten 
shillings, one, five, and ten pounds, first prefixes for one, 
two, ten and twenty dollars set no 195/800 in boxed album 
and slip case of issue; Triple Anniversary Rare Collectors 
Edition, set of first prefix five, fifty and one hundred dollars, 
set no 227/800, serials ending 269, in slip case of issue. Both 
uncirculated. (2)

$6,500

3731
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), polymer commemorative, 
staff presentation two note folder (McD $10 GF4) (R.1701b). 
Uncirculated. 

$600

3732
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) in blue collector 
folder. Uncirculated. (8)

$100

3733
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary issue, 
AA serials, includes a consecutive run of five notes, AA 
10 066822/6 (Mc$10GF1). In folders of issue, nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (10)

$200

3734
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary issue, 
AA serials, includes a consecutive run of four notes, AA 
11 067181/4 (Mc$10GF1). In folders of issue, nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (15)

$300

3735
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial issue, 
AA 22 254461 (Mc$10GF1); Fraser/Evans (1993) and 
MacFarlane/Evans (1996) The Blue and Grey Tenners four 
note set, JE, JF 93 772692, AE, AF 98 7723692, ANDA 
2002; twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) CF 94 001178 
(Mc$20F/LF2); fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) red serials, 
HF 000522, note and stamp folder (McN/APT8). In folders 
as issued, uncirculated. (4 folders)

$300

3736
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) ADK 611893, AA 94 
003886, first and last paper and polymer notes (Mc$20F/
LF1). In embossed First Day of Issue folder, uncirculated. 

$100

3737
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96003952 and 
AA 96003953 (R.616F) consecutive pair of first signature 
prefix, with printed dates in separate standard folders. 
Uncirculated. (2)

$250

3738
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1992-1993), 
last paper and first polymer issue. In folders of issue, 
uncirculated. (2)

$60

3739
Five to one hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998), NPA 
& RAM Portfolio - type four (R.B05). In pack of issue, 
744/1000, uncirculated - FDC. 

$350

3740
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) Centenary of 
Federation issues, ANDA collector folders set of six, EE 
Western Australia, EF Tasmania, EG Queensland, EH NSW, 
EI South Australia, EJ Victoria (McDAN-1) all folders 
numbered 0890; AA 01 002493 (Mc$5gf8); Hong Kong 
handover (1997) HK 97 998247 (McD5GF4). All in folders 
of issue, uncirculated. (8)

$200

3741
Five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars, all Evans/
MacFarlane (1997) (R.218, 318, 418, 518, 618) all same 
serials AA 97004998. In Deluxe folders, uncirculated. (5)

$250

3742
Ten dollars, , Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) uncut notes, 
three sheets of four notes each sheet. Uncirculated. (3 sheets, 
12 (R.310)

$150


